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            Subscribe to our emails
          
Subscribe to our mailing list for insider news, product launches, and more.
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We are committed to the SME Climate Hub

                      The SME Climate Hub is a non-profit global initiative that empowers small to medium sized companies to take climate action and build resilient businesses for the future.
We have joined thousands of other businesses across the globe in committing to reduce our emissions through the SME Climate Hub and will be counted in the United Nation’s Race to Zero campaign. 
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    Let customers speak for us

    
      
54 reviews
    
  

    
    Write a review     
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      B 
           No.10 SFK Bog Oak LIMITED EDITION    
       Barry Jeffries     
    
 Casstrom knife What lovely knife. It arrived in a nice presention box. The knife its self is of the  highest quality, to be honest it’s a thing of beauty. The leather sheaf is of high quality . Well  made, and will protect the knife for years to come. 

The craftsmanship is  exquisite. So proud to own this knife.

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    P 
           No.10 SFK Bog Oak LIMITED EDITION    
       Phil     
    
 Simply stunning Stunning knife, with an equally beautiful sheath. The grind seems much higher on this knife than my other no.10, which is more to my suiting. I’m very impressed with the customer service, receiving the limited edition number that I requested. Couldn’t be happier

   
    
 
  
 
 
   
 
    G 
           No.10 SFK Bog Oak LIMITED EDITION    
       Guy Sutcliffe     
    
 No.10 SFK Bog Oak LIMITED EDITION A true masterpiece of a knife. The 5000 year old bog oak handle gives the knife a real sense of history and a practical heavy duty feel. The red liners to the handle add style to an already stylish knife. The quality blade is sharp and looks as if it will stand up to serious use.  Even the leather sheath is quality and will protect the knife in tough conditions.
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           No.10 SFK Bog Oak LIMITED EDITION    
       Andrew Thain     
    
 Masterpiece Seriously well made and finished. Works a dream.
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           Lars Fält Knife Sheath with Firesteel Loop    
       Martin     
    
 Lars Fault Sheath with fire steel loop A great quality sheath and a nice fit.
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